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Throughout history, even the bitterest of enemies have commonly begun peace negotiations while the fighting still raged. And right
now, smack in the middle of our self-styled war on terror, it may also make sense for us to start exploring possible paths to peace.
Some wars, of course, have ended in unconditional surrender. But they comprise only a very small percentage of all conflicts.
Although the American military mystique is associated with this notion of simply forcing an enemy to cry "uncle," World War II was
the last time this actually happened. In the nearly 60 years since, we have almost always negotiated -- sometimes even with terrorists
or their sponsors.
During the Vietnam War we negotiated in Paris for almost as long as we fought in the paddies, even though the Viet Cong waged a
systematic terrorism campaign throughout the country. Later, we sold arms to Iran, a nation we believed to be a major sponsor of
terrorism, in the hope of gaining the release of hostages.
We even negotiated with Saddam Hussein at the end of our first war with him in 1991. The terms of the ceasefire back then allowed
him to ferry his troops by helicopter and use his armor to crush Kurds and rebelling Shiites.
We have embraced Libya's Moammar Khadafy, who has acknowledged responsibility for terrorist acts and development of weapons
of mass destruction -- and repented for both. If there is redemption for him, there may be some prospects for negotiating with the
other terrorists out there.
But why should we negotiate at all during this terror war?
Because our scant alternatives look problematic. Outright victory -- i. e., forcing an end to terrorism -- is very unlikely. Establishing
democracy throughout the Muslim world, as Bush has said he wants to do as a means of winning the war, may not be effective. Given
the turmoil in Iraq, and the fact that imposing democracy in places like Pakistan and Saudi Arabia would probably empower rabidly
anti-American forces in both countries, we should be careful lest our wishes be granted.
Another counter-terrorism strategy would shift our focus from rebuilding Muslim nations to dismantling al Qaeda and its affiliated
networks. This seems a more promising approach, and some successes have been racked up already. But this process will be a long
one. Former CIA Director George Tenet told the Sept. 11 Commission that it would take as much as five years to redesign American
intelligence along more networked lines, with cells and nodes of our own sprinkled about in all the right places.
But we may not have five years. Each day al Qaeda stays in business it comes closer to acquiring weapons of mass destruction. And if
Osama bin Laden is ever in a position to use, say, a small nuclear warhead, then our present problems will seem minuscule. As
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld said two years ago: "It is inevitable that terrorists will obtain weapons of mass destruction, and
that they will use them against us."
Perhaps, then, peace is the answer, and we should think about the practical and political problems that would bedevil any attempt
at negotiations.
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One major hurdle would be the process of trying to negotiate with a network rather than a nation. Who would have the authority to
speak for al Qaeda and its many loosely joined affiliates around the world? How could the world's most wanted man, bin Laden, even
think of showing up at peace talks? And even if he were represented by an emissary, he would have to worry that any attempt to
communicate with his delegation would be used to guide the manhunt for him.
The Palestinians' 'big tent'
These problems can be mastered. For example, the Palestinian nationalist cause is also a "big tent" with many feuding factions, but all
have given their assent, for many years now, to being represented by Yasser Arafat in peace talks with the Israelis.
As to bin Laden's concerns about his personal security, it is clear that he would have to find an advocate to take his place at any talks.
Or else he could negotiate more directly via his own preferred means of communication: videotapes that would be dropped off at
remote media outlets around the world. This would be a slow and clunky process, but it could be made to work.
The real problem with contemplating peace talks is political. Any American politician suggesting negotiations would be inundated by
criticism that he was weak on the war on terror. After the Madrid bombings, bin Laden offered a truce to European nations, but there
were no takers.
Bin Laden's stated war intentions are very clear. He and his followers are fighting, as they have often said, to see the removal of U.S.
troops from Muslim countries and for an end to unstinting American support for Israel. After Hussein's fall from power and the
toppling of the Taliban, there seems little need to keep American forces in these countries for the long haul -- or in places like
Saudi Arabia.
U.N. stabilization force
Our departure wouldn't create a security vacuum. The United Nations could sponsor a multinational stabilization force in support of a
re-established Iraqi military, and NATO could continue to lead the international security assistance force in Afghanistan.
Nor would moving our troops out of these countries mean abandonment. We could continue an offshore presence, with aircraft
carriers and Marine expeditionary units at the ready in the event violence broke out.
With regard to playing a less partisan role in the Palestinian-Israeli dispute, such a shift would simply be a return to President Bush's
initial posture toward this intractable conflict. When he first came into office, he said he intended to step back and wait for the
Palestinians and the Israelis to forge their own agreement. This made great sense early in 2001, and makes even more sense now.
So, a treaty to end the terror war could be pretty simple. Bin Laden would make a new videotape ordering an end to global jihad, and
we would redeploy our troops out of various Muslim countries. We would insist on the right to continue international police,
intelligence and special forces efforts against any terrorist activities -- though we would probably agree, quietly, to end the manhunt
for bin Laden in Waziristan..
Now is the right moment for somebody, on either side, to step forward and begin the tortuous process of talking peace.
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